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Summary 
 

Nobody gets excited about underwear for Christmas. So how could we make 

Joe Boxer, an exclusive Kmart offering, a “must have” gift during the Holiday 

season? We executed a multi-faceted research plan with brand history 

research, social media analysis, in-home ethnographies, and consumer 

interviews. We learned our core consumer lived with an attitude of 

embracing fun in the face of “grown up” demands that lined up perfectly with 

the Joe Boxer brand. With a video of handsome men wearing tuxedo tops 

and Joe Boxer bottoms, we delighted viewers with an unexpected rendition 

of Jingle Bells. Securing a place on Mashable’s list of Most Shared Ads of All 

Time, it was a viral smash, and Joe Boxer’s sales lift blew away expectations, 

contributing to the overall success of Kmart’s Holiday season. 
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Marketing Challenge 

 

The Holiday season is a “make or break” time for mass retailers when up to 

25% or more of annual sales can occur.1 It’s also a “take no prisoners” time 

of competitive activity, and for Kmart – typically outspent by key 

challengers by a 4 to 1 ratio, and traditionally the 3rd choice when it came 

to shopping at a mass merchandiser2 – that spelled trouble. It became clear 

that winning the season relied on breaking through in a big way with a 

product offering that shoppers simply couldn’t get anywhere else.  

 

At the same time, we were challenged with featuring Joe Boxer during this 

saturated season – a line of iconic underwear, sleepwear and loungewear 

that can only be found at Kmart (and sister company Sears). But who 

wanted to get a gift of underwear at Christmastime, or anytime for that 

matter? Where was the joy in that? Underwear didn’t top anyone’s 

Christmas wish list, if it appeared at all. Electronics, TVs, smartphones, 

fashion, jewelry, video games, movies, and toys are what you’d find on 

those lists. Fun, exciting options, not functional, boring underwear. 

 

Our challenge was a daunting one. We needed to transform Joe Boxer 

underwear into a “must have” gift for the Christmas holiday. 

 
 
 
Methodology 

 

Our goal was to develop a fresh concept that would connect with consumers, 

make Joe Boxer a relevant gift, and make Kmart a destination for holiday 

shopping. So we focused on three areas of research. First we dove into the 

history of the brand and what it stood for in the minds of shoppers. Created 

by a fun-loving, ex-punk-rocker who loved to laugh and have a good time, 

the brand began its irreverent legacy by marketing itself with stunts rather 

than ads.3 An examination of the brand on social media revealed that Joe 

Boxer’s irreverent roots had taken hold with shoppers – its fans had the 

same sense of humor.4 

 

We then conducted in-home ethnographies and quite literally rummaged 

through people’s underwear drawer. We found that most underwear fell into 
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one of two categories – boring or sexy.5 No one wants to receive a boring 

gift, and while sexy lingerie stands out, it’s not quite in line with the holiday 

spirit. This identified a clear opportunity to stand for something different in 

the category: holiday fun. 

 

Finally, through personal interviews we uncovered that our young adult 

target was at a key crossroad in their lives. Starting their careers, they 
needed to dress and act the part. Yet they continued to cling to the fun, 

carefree nature of their youth.6 This led to the insight that our target was 
“business on the outside, party on the inside.” Joe Boxer was the perfect 

brand to tap into their need for fun. 
 
 

 
Creative Execution 

 

We tapped into Joe Boxer’s heritage of cheeky irreverence by using a 

sextet of handsome men wearing tuxedo tops and Joe Boxer bottoms to 

delight viewers with a very unexpected rendition of Jingle Bells. At its 

heart, “Show Your Joe” was an unforgettable product demonstration that 

captured the fun of Joe Boxer in a way no other brand could. 

 

Our communications strategy was to share the fun of Joe Boxer throughout 

the Holiday season. Two weeks before Black Friday, “Show Your Joe” was 

launched with a long form video on Kmart’s YouTube page using Facebook 

and Twitter to drive viewership among our social savvy shoppers. To 

expand reach and generate additional “buzz,” TV was launched the week 

prior to Black Friday and continued until mid-December. This TV was also 

used to promote differing Joe Boxer offers over the course of the season to 

further drive store traffic and sales. Digital pre-roll was also employed 

during this period. 

 

“Show Your Joe” also gave social shopping a whole new meaning, as it was 

a viral video with a direct response mechanism that, for the first time, 

allowed customers to shop the range of Joe Boxer underwear right from the 

close of the spot.  
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Business Impact 
 

Our goal was to jump-start the season with a significant sales response 

during the week of Black Friday, and achieve incremental sales across the 

season in excess of expectations based on overall store growth. We also set 

an aggressive online goal of 10MM YouTube views.  

 

Ultimately, Joe Boxer sales increased beyond our goal in the week following 

the video’s release, and the video accounted for significant incremental 

sales over the course of the season.7  

 

All engagement and affinity goals were surpassed. “Show Your Joe” has 

achieved over 18MM YouTube views8 (and counting!), and was picked up by 

the Huffington Post, ABC News, Ad Age, and a slew of other outlets who 

were as excited as our consumers to share the ad.  It is on Mashable’s list 

of the Top 20 Most Shared Ads of All Time and was the most shared holiday 

ad of the season9 –an achievement met thanks in part to 83MM Twitter 

impressions10 and 1.8MM Facebook shares.9 Joe Boxer underwear truly 

managed to become an in-demand gift at Kmart for the Christmas season. 

 
1 Kmart Sales Data 
2 Kmart Brand Health Tracking 
3 Internal Brand History Documents 
4 Joe Boxer Facebook and Twitter Properties 
5 Internal In-Home Research Data 
6 Internal Survey Research Data 
7 Kmart Sales Data 

8 YouTube Analytics 
9 Unruly Media / Mashable 
10 Sysomos Social Monitoring Tool 

 


